Controlling inter-nanoparticle coupling by wrinkle-assisted assembly
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This highlight focuses on recent advances in controlling inter-nanoparticle coupling effects by template-assisted organization of colloidal particles. We show that the use of templates formed by wrinkling allows circumventing drawbacks of classical lithographic approaches for template formation like the large number of processing steps and poor scalability. Subsequently, we illustrate that confinement effects can be used for creating particle assemblies with excellent short and long range order. This allows controlling inter-particle coupling effects. As an example, we focus on plasmonic coupling in gold nanoparticle arrays. We demonstrate that these arrays can be applied to develop efficient and homogenous substrates for surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS).

1 Introduction

The enormous progress in the preparation of highly monodisperse nanoparticles of different shapes, sizes and materials has made considering their large scale assembly possible.1–8 The organization of nanoparticles into ordered or even hierarchical structures is one of the current challenges in nanotechnology. Many novel electronic, optic, mechanic or magnetic properties arise only in such assemblies where inter-particle coupling or long range cooperative behavior can be tailored by a controlled short and/or long range order. Typical examples are structures with meta-material properties or controlled plasmonic properties.9–18

In general, a large variety of techniques have been developed in order to accomplish these aims, see ref. 19 for a recent review. Amongst those, the use of templating surfaces, although efficient for creating complex assemblies in 1D, 2D or (partially) 3D, is often considered to be of “limited scalability” with a “very high complexity/cost”.19 These drawbacks are to a large degree connected with the use of lithographically manufactured templates.14,17,20–30 In this highlight, we focus on the use of wrinkled template patterns which overcomes some of these problems. We discuss the physical mechanisms involved in particle assembly in these substrates. As an application example, the use of gold nanoparticle-arrays for surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) sensing will be introduced.8

2 Topographical patterning of substrates by controlled wrinkling

Wrinkles with well-defined wavelength can be produced by coating an elastomeric material with a thin hard layer and exposing the system to strain.31 This effect provides a versatile approach for structuring surfaces on the micron or sub-micron level. It typically requires few processing steps and allows for good scalability: applications of this surface instability for topographical patterning have been frequently reported, including tunable optical phase gratings32 or microfluidic sieves.33

Wrinkling is in this case caused by a well-known buckling instability.31,34,35 This has been already theoretically described as a stress-driven phenomenon by using the classical Euler buckling of an elastic column.36–38 Depending on the type of constraints, the elastic energy is minimized by the fundamental buckling mode. For most systems currently used, a thin elastic film is bonded to a thick elastic substrate. In this case, the buckling instability is constrained by the substrate. Buckling or wrinkling of the film requires continuous deformation of the substrate while delaminating of the film is avoided.

Given these conditions, substrates structured by wrinkling can be infinite in size. Energetic analysis provides the critical stress $\varepsilon_c$ required to observe wrinkling:

$$\varepsilon_c = \sqrt{\frac{3E_3\left(1 - v_f^2\right)}{8E_f\left(1 - v_f^2\right)}}$$

(1)

where $E_f$ and $E_a$ are the Young’s moduli for the film and the substrate, respectively. Thus, according to Jiang and coworkers,38 the wavelength $\lambda$ and amplitude $A$ of a wrinkled pattern can be described as

$$\lambda = \frac{\varepsilon_c}{(1 + \varepsilon)(1 + 5\varepsilon(1 + \varepsilon)/32)^{1/3}}$$

(2)
and

\[ A = \frac{A_c}{\sqrt{1 + \varepsilon(1 + 5\varepsilon(1 + \varepsilon)/32)^{1/3}}} \]  (3)

This model assumes a non-linear strain-displacement relation in the film (as well as in the substrate) and describes the stress-strain relation in the substrate by the non-linear neo-Hookean law. Importantly, the initial strain free (or stress free) state for the film and substrate is different as the film is free of forces when mounted onto the strained substrate, while the substrate is free of strain after releasing the stress.

However, for low values of the strain \( \varepsilon \), the wavelength \( \lambda \) and the amplitude \( A \) approximate:

\[ \lambda_c = 2\pi h \sqrt{\frac{E_s(1 - v_s)}{3E_s(1 - v_s)}} \]  (4)

and

\[ A_c = h \sqrt{\frac{\varepsilon}{\varepsilon_c}} - 1. \]  (5)

The nature of the strain field plays a dramatic role for the type of the resulting topology. Wrinkles typically are oriented perpendicular to the axis of principal compressive strain. Fig. 1 summarizes the most common strain fields induced to pattern surfaces as reported elsewhere. In the simplest case of an isotropic strain field, disordered wavy structures appear as reported by Whitesides and others.\(^{32,39,40}\) Such strain fields can be induced by thermal expansion and subsequent cooling of a thermoresponsive flexible material coated with a thin metal film in the expanded state. Anisotropic strain fields can be either single or multiaxial. Single-axial strain fields are known to yield line topologies; biaxial strain fields render chevrons topologies.\(^{41,42}\) Localized strains will result in spoke-like patterns or target-like radial patterns.\(^{41-45}\) More complex patterns with different levels of hierarchy, such as checkerboards, may be as well prepared from pre-patterned surfaces exposed to a second strain field.\(^{46}\)

Besides the strain field, another source of diversity arises from the variety of materials’ properties, namely elastic constants of substrate \( E_s \) and thin film \( E_f \). Controlled wrinkling requires a substrate much thicker than the film with a mismatch in the elastic constants \( E_s \) and \( E_f \) (\( E_f \gg E_s \)). Materials which are reversibly deformable are requested as a supporting material whereas the hard film has to be homogenous in thickness and composition to provide uniformity.

In experimental work, these requirements have been satisfied by a variety of systems: as a hard film, silica-like layers induced by oxidation are classically used\(^{41}\) but also metals,\(^{39}\) polymers\(^{41}\) and polyelectrolyte multilayer\(^{48,49}\) have been considered as well as hybrid materials containing nanoparticles and biomolecules.\(^{50,51}\) Different groups showed, how thermal wrinkling can be induced by heating a polymer above its glass transition temperature \( (T_g) \) inside an additional confining geometry.\(^{52,53}\) Most of the literature, in fact, employ an elastomeric support (e.g. poly(dimethyl siloxane), PDMS) as base for the film to be structured by wrinkling.

### 3 Self-assembly of colloidal particles by template assistance

Relief structures on substrates can be used to guide the self-assembly of particles by physical constraints.\(^{54-58}\) Recent reviews by Koh,\(^{44}\) by Sun and Yang\(^{47}\) and also by Velev and Gupta\(^{49}\) focus on strategies for controlled placement of nanoscale building blocks using mainly templates created by lithographic techniques. Different driving forces for assembly processes are reported, among which the most promising are capillary forces, shear flow, electrostatic forces and electric fields.\(^{59-62}\)

In recent work we have shown that wrinkles can be used to pattern nanoparticles out of suspensions in a similar fashion: nanoparticles can either be assembled directly in wrinkles or these wrinkled templates can be used to assist structure formation on flat surfaces by means of printing or confinement.

In the first case, dip- or spin-coating have been applied. In both procedures, it is crucial to match the wavelength and amplitude of the wrinkled template with the particle dimensions.\(^{63}\) To avoid random particle attachment, interactions between particles and substrate should be repulsive. If this is the case, particles are driven to assemble in the wrinkles’ grooves by capillary forces upon drying. Thus, dense lines of particles are formed. These lines represent one- and two-dimensional colloidal crystals with tunable spacing between the lines according to the periodicity of the wrinkled template (Fig. 2). In this specific example, wrinkles were induced in a thin layer of polyelectrolyte multilayer (PEM) by a stretch-retraction process. This process deformed the PEM plastically and wrinkling occurred consequently. The advantages of using PEM as support for the particle assemblies are feasible periodicities between 1.5 \( \mu m \) and 15 \( \mu m \) and also subsequent annealing of PEM in \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) as water acts as a plasticizer and

![Fig. 1 Examples for common strain fields applied upon wrinkling and corresponding microscopy images of the resulting pattern (reproduced with permission from ref. 36 and 44).](image-url)
interpenetrates the polymer chains. Nevertheless, dip-coating is a rather slow assembly method done at retraction speeds as slow as 10 μm s⁻¹. Horn and coworkers showed, however, how a faster spin coating experiment can trap rod-like bionanoparticles (Tobacco Mosaic Virus) into grooves of wrinkled substrates.⁶⁴ The use of radial forces to guide the assembly process reduces the parameters for successful selective coverage of the wrinkled surface. Appropriate wetting of the surface as well as the height of a liquid film spin cast onto the substrate is important. The height of the liquid film can be selected by the spin speed. If the height exceeds the amplitude of the wrinkles, no selectivity will be observed.

If it is smaller or comparable to this amplitude, rolls of liquid are formed in the wrinkle grooves. Suspended particles will consequently assemble as the liquid in the channels evaporates. In both cases—spin coating and dip coating—the particles are trapped inside the wrinkled structure. In some cases, however, it is desirable to create particle patterns on flat substrates. The use of wrinkled substrates for micron contact printing processes has already been demonstrated.⁶⁴ In this case, material is transferred from the elevated parts of the wrinkled structure onto the substrate. Printing processes can, however, be as well used to transfer particles from the grooves onto a flat substrate: Hyun and coworkers demonstrated that particles assembled in wrinkles, in a similar process as described above, can be transferred onto flat substrates by a printing process.⁶⁶ Horn and coworkers modified the process for patterning of bionanoparticles.⁶⁷

All these processes consist of two steps: an assembly step at first followed by a printing step. We have recently introduced wrinkle confined drying as a one-step process:⁶⁸ a suspension containing nanoparticles is confined between a wrinkled substrate and a flat surface (hydrophilized glass). If the liquid wets the surfaces of the adjacent walls, the resulting channels are filled with nanoparticle suspension. The system is subsequently left to dry and the wrinkled substrate is removed.

The area where particles are assembled on the glass substrate is comparable to the area where the substrate is structured by wrinkling as can be seen from the boundary of the particular color (Fig. 3A and B). The difference in interference colors indicates different (colloidal) periodicities. In these experiments, the spacing between the particle lines can be tuned by varying the wavelength of the wrinkles.

We found that the periodicity of the colloidal structures matches the wrinkles’ periodicity. Scanning electron microscopy was carried out to analyze the structures (Fig. 3C–G, left column). However, much more surprisingly, we found that very different patterns can be created from the same stamp when using solutions of different particle concentrations. At low volume fractions single lines of particles (Fig. 3C) are observed. When the particle concentration increases particles organize into double lines (Fig. 3D). Further, three dimensional pyramidal superstructures with different particle densities can as well be obtained and controlled by an additional increase of the volume fraction (Fig. 3E–G).

Monte Carlo simulations using hard spheres with similar geometrical parameters to those used in the experiments confirmed that packing effects of the confined particles play a dominant role in the assembly mechanism.⁷⁰,⁷¹ Fig. 3 (middle and right column) displays the corresponding simulation results.

More complex, grid-like structures appear after confining the colloidal suspension between two wrinkled surfaces with crossed orientation. Again, the corresponding simulation fitted well with the experimental observations for crossing two stamps at 90° or 45° angle (Fig. 4).

4 Towards applications: case study SERS substrates

In the following we will—amongst the many areas mentioned in the Introduction—focus on the application of ordered metal nanoparticles for surface enhanced Raman scattering spectroscopy. While the applicability of the approach is by far not limited to this particular area, it can serve as a case study.

Metallic nanoparticles can give rise to localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs). The interaction of LSPR with analytes can be used to boost the efficiency of analytical techniques. This principle is exploited in a new family of ultrasensitive analytical techniques, the so-called surface-enhanced spectroscopies.⁷² Among this family of techniques that include the surface-enhanced fluorescence (SEF), surface-enhanced infrared absorption (SEIRA) and the surface-enhanced Raman scattering

![Fig. 2 AFM images of selective deposition of 380 nm sized colloidal particles on PEM wrinkled films with different periodicities. Scale bars = 2 μm; height scales = 910 (a), 860 (b), 680 (c), and 1020 nm (d), respectively (reproduced with permission from ref. 63).]
**SERS** spectroscopy, SERS is by far the most attractive tool as it puts together the possibility of ultrasensitive detection, down to the single molecule, in a single data set that includes all the structural characteristics of the molecular system under study (i.e. the vibrational spectra). Further, SERS analysis can be carried out under environmental and biological conditions of pressure and temperature and in complex samples without any previous separation.

However, SERS ultradetection is typically performed on nanostructured metal surfaces, where plasmon hot-spots (regions where the interaction of the electromagnetic field of two or more nanoparticles is extremely high) are generated. The main problem is that in most SERS platforms these hot spots are often randomly distributed and little is known about the precise geometry or number in a given illuminated area of the plasmonic substrate. This prevents accurate, quantitative SERS analysis.

Recent attempts to produce quantitative, high-yield SERS have relied on optical field concentration at the gaps between aggregated particles, but these systems are typically difficult to control, and their reproducibility is ruined by inescapable finite distributions of particle sizes and gap widths. Other imaginative approaches using plasmon standing waves and Wood anomalies in gratings sacrifice the maximum achievable enhancement to gain controllability in return. On the other hand, tipped nanoparticles had been used as well as single-particle hot spots due to their inherent capacity for concentrating light at the apex of their tips. A wide variety of substrates have been designed to optimize the necessary metallic nanostructures so that high electromagnetic fields can be obtained as required to enhance the Raman signal. Besides the popular gold or silver island films, obtained by physical vapor deposition, a number of other interesting methods such as layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly, electron beam lithography (EBL), nanoimprint lithography (NIL), 3D porous structures loaded with particles, or nanoparticle self-assembly have been widely reported to provide high enhancing fields which can even lead to single molecule detection, but which solve the problem of reproducibility of the signal intensity.

Still portable, quantitative, and highly active at-large platforms for conventional SERS analysis are required. Organization of pre-synthesized colloidal nanoparticles using modern TASA technique appears as a viable alternative to existing approaches. We have recently applied the wrinkle-confined drying approach which was introduced in Section 3 for patterned deposition of gold nanoparticles.

A critical parameter in this process is the size and shape monodispersity of the particles in the colloid, which can be readily achieved for various morphologies, in particular using controlled seeded growth. The latter is a key factor toward reproducibility of the intensity as the homogeneous distribution of the electric field should give rise to homogeneous hot spots regardless of the

---

**Fig. 3** Digital camera pictures (A and B) of wrinkled PDMS stamps. The different iridescent colours in (A) and (B) stem from periodically structured features of the surface with different wavelengths (956 nm and 765 nm, respectively). (C–G) show sequence of structures found experimentally with SEM (left column) and in simulations, shown from the top (middle column) and along the channels (right column). The concentration increases from (C) to (G), leading to structures that range from single-file wires to prisms with triangular cross-section. The transparent grey shape represents the sinusoidal wall and is shown only partially for clarity (reproduced with permission from ref. 69).
precise volumes of the particles that are interacting in each particular probe site. The experimental values (Fig. 5). Near field enhancement profiles, plotted at

Fig. 4 (A) SEM image of a dried colloidal suspension that was confined between two crossed wrinkled stamps. (B) Perspective view of a simulation configuration of hard spheres confined between two sinusoidal walls with crossed orientations. Half of the upper wall is cut away for clarity. (C) As in (A) but for two stamps that were crossed by an angle of 45°. (D) Top view of the simulation configuration corresponding to (C). Particles that belong to periodic images are shaded grey. Note the chiral nature of the structure in (C) and (D); this cannot be transformed by rotations and translations only into its chiral partner with a crossing angle of –45° (reproduced with permission from ref. 69).

precise volumes of the particles that are interacting in each particular probe site. Their corresponding LSPR maximum wavelengths, reveal that the electromagnetic field within the particle arrays is unevenly distributed, with significant enhancements precisely located at the gaps between nanoparticles, generating strong hot spots, in full agreement with the electromagnetic model in SERS. On the basis of the registered LSPR bands for the nanostructured substrates, the optical enhancing properties were tested using a laser excitation wavelength of 633 nm, upon exposure of the substrates to a common SERS probe, benzenethiol (BT). Fig. 6 shows the SERS mappings obtained for the single-line array and the gold island film. For single and double lines, the SERS spectrum of BT could be readily acquired from all points in the image. Further, in both cases the intensity of the SERS signal was highly uniform, in strong contrast to that obtained for the gold island film used as an analytical blank (Fig. 6B). The normalized enhancement by the single-line and double-line arrays is respectively three-fold and two-fold larger than that for an ideal island film. Additionally, this result suggests that the interaction resulting

Fig. 5 (A and B) Normalized experimental and calculated localized surface plasmon resonance bands for single-line (A) and double-line (B) arrays of particles. Electric field intensity enhancement contours at a logarithmic scale for a single-line (C) Au nanoparticle array (excitation polarization along the x axis; mesh size 1 nm) and double-line (D) Au nanoparticle array (the profile was averaged over excitation polarizations at 0, 90, –58, and 58 degrees referred to the x axis; mesh size is 1.5 nm; contours are plotted in the x–y plane) (reproduced with permission from ref. 5).
with this assembly method it is possible to control the organization of the colloidal particles on the substrate, with a consequent control over the formation of hot spots and the resulting SERS intensity, thus paving the road for the large scale development of highly sensitive quantitative platforms, which have remained elusive so far.

5 Conclusions and outlook

We have highlighted recent developments in the area of template assisted assembly of nanoparticles. We focused on the application of templates formed by controlled mechanical instabilities (wrinkling). This approach provides a simple and cost-effective solution for template formation with good scalability, while sub-micron periodicities are standardized. Recent results demonstrate that a broad variety of nanoparticle patterns is formed using these templates and that confinement effects play a dominating role in the development of the final structure. We demonstrated how simple macroscopic control parameters like (bulk) particle concentration can be used to fine-tune the structure of nanoparticle assemblies. As a first example, which allows taking advantage of this structural control for applications, we have introduced the use of gold-nanoparticle patterns as substrates for Surface enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS). Here, wrinkle assisted nanoparticle assembly allowed controlling plasmonic properties of the resulting patterns. In contrast to existing approaches, enhancement factors for SERS turned out to be highly homogenous. This is a result of the high monodispersity of the used gold nanoparticles and of the lateral homogeneity of the patterns.

The potential of the approach goes of course beyond the specific example highlighted here. As mentioned in the Introduction, there is high demand for approaches that allow for controlling inter-nanoparticle coupling in many areas of optics and electronics. Still, features and shortcomings of the particular approach can be discussed well using this example. Wrinkling as lithography-free template formation has the potential of massively reducing the cost and complexity of template assisted nanoparticle assembly. Macroscopic sizes of these substrates are within reach. Still, lithographical approaches offer a broader variety of pattern shapes. More complex deformation scenarios or the use of patterned/mechanically anisotropic substrates can relieve these restrictions to a certain degree, but still the pattern versatility cannot compete with classical top-down assembly methods. As well, pattern fidelity is lower and patterns tend to have more defects. However, for a broad class of applications, where the presence of local defects is not critical, the approach is well suited. The assembly mechanisms introduced here are in general not fundamentally different from classical template assisted particle assembly. While recent work shows that in some cases structures can be predicted well considering confinement effects, the complete assembly process is governed by a complex interplay of capillary and other colloidal forces during confinement. Here we are still far from a complete understanding. For those cases in which structure formation is dominated by confinement effects, however, structures can be predicted by rather simple means. In particular, the resulting structures are largely independent from the precise chemical nature of the nanoparticles, which makes the approach rather generic.
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